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Crystal Instruments designs, produces,
sells, and services hardware and software
for machine vibration monitoring, dynamic
measurement and environmental testing.

Dataforth is a worldwide innovator of
signal conditioning, data acquisition, and
data communication products. 5B, 7B, 8B
and 9B modules and backplanes.

Endevco is the leading designer and
manufacturer of dynamic
instrumentation for vibration, shock
and pressure measurements.

High Performance DAQ Systems
specializing in transient recorders, data
acquisition systems and high resolution
Digital Oscilloscope products for a variety
of applications and markets.

IMI, a division of PCB Piezotronics, is a
global designer and manufacturer of
industrial vibration monitoring
instrumentation such as accelerometers,
vibration transmitters and switches.

IRISS focuses on what we do best by
continuously improving infrared (IR)
window, online monitoring devices and
Ultrasound test equipment technology.

Larson Davis core competencies
include sound level meters, human
vibration meters, dosimeters, calibrators,
audiometric calibration systems,
microphones and acoustic test systems.

High resolution, high performance noncontact displacement, distance,
position, oscillation and vibration
sensors for a wide variety of
applications.

Measurement Specialists of National
Scale Technology, Inc. (MSNST) were
established in 1982 and is located in
Huntsville, Alabama. We are a woman
owned manufacturer and supplier of COTS
and custom load cells and tension links.

Moog Protokraft, a business unit of
Moog Inc., leads the industry in
developing innovative optoelectronic
components and communication
subsystems for harsh environments.

The most comprehensive standard
offering of DC Power Supplies from 750W
to 15kW with parallel capability up to
60kW. Outputs up to 1500V are available
with PC interface options as well Remote
Analog Program/Monitor/Control
capability.

Pressure sensors including standard
duty pressure transmitters, high
accuracy, differential, submersible,
process transmitters, sanitary
transducers, and special duty pressure
sensors.

Solutions engineered for measurement
and safe isolation of DC voltages upwards
of 4800 V, and other transducers that offer
precise conversion of AC voltage inputs to
standard DC outputs.

Leading LiDAR 1550nm LiDAR solutions
enabling both detection and classification
of objects out to 250 meters. Taking the
guesswork out of autonomy!

Vibration testing systems with air-cooled
power amplifiers, slip tables with longstroke options and 3-axis testing systems.
Environmental chambers with
temperature, humidity, and combined
temperature, humidity and vibration.

